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150 Nagle Avenue, Manhattan:  On the Sunday morning of 
November 12, 2017, the weather was clear and unseasonably 
warm.  Fire Department units were going through their routine 
and many of them were preparing to go out on multi-unit drill. 
At 1003 hours, Manhattan Fire Dispatchers received a 911 call 
reporting a “bad fire” at 150 Nagle Street.  Engines 95, 93, 67, 
Ladders 36, 45 and Battalion 13 were assigned.  Numerous 
telephone calls started coming in 
to the Manhattan Fire Dispatchers 
reporting a fire in a dry cleaners 
store.  

 



 



 At 1006 hours, 
Engine 95 arrived 
at the address led 
by Lieutenant 
Anthony Mauceri.  
He saw a one-story 
taxpayer about 
100 foot x 100 foot 
showing a heavy 
smoke condition.  
He transmitted a 
10-75.   

 The 
following units 
were assigned on the 10-75:  Engine 84, Squad 41, Battalion 19, Rescue 3, and 
Division 7.  Ladder 34 would be assigned as the Firefighter Assist and Search Team 
(FAST).   

 Engines 95 and 93 took hydrants near the fire 
building.  Both Engine companies stretched a 2 ½ inch 
hand line to the fire building.  Ladder 45, the only 
tower ladder assigned on the initial alarm, took a 
position in front of the building.  Ladder 36 positioned 
their apparatus toward exposure 4 so as to leave the 
front of the fire building for additional tower ladders.   

 Tower Ladder 45 arrived led by Lieutenant 
Charlie Masterson.  They set up their apparatus near 
the exposure 2 side of the front of the building.  The 
Roof Firefighter was Brauley De La Rosa.  He and Fr. 
Shawn Narcisse of Ladder 36 went to the roof to start 
vertical ventilation.   



Lieutenant Charlie 
Masterson of Ladder 45 
and his forcible entry 
team and Ladder 36’s 
forcible entry team led 
by Lieutenant Joseph 
Mascia started removing 
locks on the steel roll 
down gates that were 
locked and covering the 
building’s openings.   

 Battalion 13 
arrived at the fire at 
1008 hours.  In 
command of the fire was 
Battalion Chief Jeffrey Meister.  He quickly saw how advanced the fire was and 
transmitted the “all-hands” upon arrival.  He requested an additional Engine and 
Truck be assigned to the fire.  Engine 43 and Ladder 59 were dispatched.   

 While forcing roll down gates, Lieutenant Masterson witnessed the heavy 
smoke reverse itself and go into the building.  He quickly ordered his firefighters 
to “hit the floor”.  A backdraft then occurred.  Lieutenant Masterson radioed 
Battalion 13 that a backdraft just occurred. 

 Events started happening rapidly.  At 1010 hours, Engine 67 arrived at the 
fire, took a hydrant, and stretched another 2 ½ inch hand line and operated in 
exposures 04 and 04A.  At 1010 hours, Battalion Chief Meister transmitted a 2nd 
alarm.  On the 2nd alarm, Ladder 46 would respond as the 2nd tower ladder at the 
fire.  An additional tower ladder would be special called over the 2nd alarm.  
Ladder 33 would be sent to the fire.   

 At 1014 hours, Rescue 3 arrived at the fire.  They split their crew and sent 
one team to the roof to assist in vertical ventilation and a team to assist Ladders 
36 and 45 in opening up ceilings to expose the fire in the cockloft. 



 At 1017 hours, Deputy Chief Jay Jonas of Division 7 arrived at the fire.  He 
received a briefing from Battalion Chief 
Meister as to where the ladder companies 
were deployed, and what hand lines have 
been stretched.  Battalion Chief Brian Fink 
arrived at the fire at 1012 hours and was 
assigned to the fire area near the exposure 
4 side.  Battalion Chief Chris Rearer of 
Battalion 27 arrived at the fire.  He was 

assigned the “roof sector” to provide supervision in this key area.   

 At 1013 hours, Engine 84 arrived at 
the fire.  B.C. Fink of Battalion 19 ordered 
Lieutenant John Dwyer to supply the 
sprinkler Siamese in the front of the 
building.  After accomplishing this, Engine 
84 was ordered to stretch a 2 ½ inch hose 
line to attack the fire that was rapidly 
approaching the corner bar at the exposure 
1-2 corner.  Heavy smoke was showing out 
of the corner bar and the adjacent barber 
shop.   

 Engine 43 and Ladder 59 arrived at 
the fire at 1014 hours.  They started 

operating in exposure 3, which was a one-story 
laundromat.  Fire was breaching the wall between the 
two structures along a hole for a ventilation duct.   

 Tower Ladder 46 arrived at 1016 hours led by 
Lieutenant Sean Fitzpatrick.  They positioned their 
apparatus in front of the building so that they could 
reach areas that Tower Ladder 45 could not reach.   



 FDNY Units kept pressing a conventional attack.  2 ½ inch attack hose lines 
were being advanced while ladder companies kept attempting to open up the 
ceilings to expose the fire in the cockloft.   

 Tower Ladder 33 arrived at the fire at 
1023 hours.  They were led by Captain James 
Skarkas.  Captain Skarkas had his Chauffeur 
back their apparatus into Thayer Street in 
order to protect exposure 3.   

 Battalion Chief Chris Rearer of Battalion 
27 was the Roof Sector Commander.  He gave 
Deputy Chief Jonas a progress report that 
there were two holes cut in the roof and heavy 
fire and smoke was coming from them.  He 
also stated that the roof “appears spongy” and 

he is removing firefighters from the roof of the fire building and going to the roof 
of exposure 3. 

 Battalion Chief Brian Fink, of Battalion 19, was the Fire Sector Commander.  
He gave Deputy Chief Jonas a progress report that the hose lines were advancing, 
but their progress is being thwarted by multiple hanging ceilings.  It was difficult 
to get the ceilings down to expose the heavy fire in the cockloft.   

 The fire kept growing and moving towards the exposure 2 side.  Fire then 
broke through the roof of the taxpayer.  Deputy 
Chief Jonas then decided to change strategy and 
go to an outside attack.  A 3rd alarm was 
transmitted at 1026 hours.  Battalion Chief John 
Mack of Battalion 17 was designated as the 
“Resource Unit Leader.”  He immediately 
initiated a roll call to make sure all operating 
firefighters were out of the building before 
outside streams were started.   



 Lieutenant John Dwyer of Engine 84 was ordered to change their attack 
from a 2 ½ inch hand line to an “Akron New 
Yorker” multiversal nozzle.  Their position was to 
extinguish fire in the corner bar occupancy.  
Once the multiversal nozzle was set up and 
operating, it was very effective. 

 Once Battalion Chief Mack finished the roll 
call, the Tower Ladder streams started 
operating.  Tower Ladders were advised to hit 
the fire in the cockloft from the occupancy side, 
not the roof side.  This required the tower ladder 
baskets be lowered below the roof line.   

 Initially, there were three tower ladders 
operating and one multiversal nozzle.  Engine 
company Chauffeurs started reporting that they 
were running out of water.  It was determined 
that the water main serving Nagle Avenue was only 6 inches in diameter.  Engine 
72/Satellite 2‘s officer was Lieutenant Robert Muenkel.  He was made the “Water 
Resources Officer.”  Water main maps were consulted and a 20 inch water main 
was found around the corner of Fort George Hill.  Engine 80 hooked up to that 



water main and 
supplemented other 
operating engines, along with 
Engine 75.   

To improve the water 
supply problem, the supply 
line to the sprinkler system 
was ordered shut down.  The 
sprinkler system only 
supplied the cellar and it was 
determined that there was 
not any fire in the cellar. 

 Lieutenant Daniel McGinn of Engine 43, Lieutenant Justin DiMango of 
Engine 81, and Lieutenant Thomas Corrar of Ladder 59 were under the command 
of Battalion Chief James Yakamovich of the Rescue Battalion.  Their mission was 
to protect exposure 3.  Fire was extending to exposure 3 along duct work that 
extended to the fire building.  Quick work on the part of these units prevented 
fire from extending to another building.  Engine 42 and Engine 50 also assisted in 
this effort. 

 While units were operating master streams, 
another backdraft occurred at the liquor store, 

exposure 04B.  Some 
firefighters were struck by 
flying debris from the smoke 
explosion.  The event 
happened rapidly and the 
reason there were no serious 
injuries was because they 
were out of the collapse zone.   



 The TAC Unit was on the scene.  Deputy Chief Jonas had them deploy their 
Surveyor’s Transit to determine if there was any movement of the exterior walls.   

 Lieutenant James Bacenet of Ladder 34 was the FAST Team Officer.  His unit 
continued to observe the building looking for any potential safety issues.  He 
alerted the Command Post that he thought he saw a “moving crack” in the 
exposure 2 masonry wall.  He said he saw smoke pushing out of the crack.  The 
crack was examined and it was determined that it was an existing crack in the 
masonry wall that was there before the fire started.   

 The NYPD approached the Command Post and informed Battalion Chief 
Meister that a man had an illegal apartment in the cellar below the Barber Shop 
which was exposure 02.  There was an outside stairway on the Thayer Street side 
of the building that led to the apartment.  All outside streams were ordered shut-
down by Deputy Chief Jonas.  Lieutenant Tom Clair of Rescue 3 was ordered to 
take two firefighters with him to perform a targeted search of this cellar 
apartment.  Battalion Chief James Yakamovich of the Rescue Battalion would 
supervise this search.  The search was performed rapidly, with minimum 

personnel, and maximum 
supervision.  As soon as the search 
was completed, the firefighters 
from Rescue 3 exited the cellar.  
There was about two feet of water 
in the cellar.   

 At approximately 1100 hours, 
Assistant Chief James Hodgens 
arrived at the fire.  At approximately 
1115 hours, Chief of Department 
James Leonard arrived at the fire. 

 The tower ladders continued 
to operate and extinguish fire in the 
taxpayer.  The fire extending to 



exposure 3 was controlled and extinguished.  Exposure 4 was examined for fire 
extension and found smoke, but no fire.  The fire was declared “Probably will 
Hold” at 1148 hours, and a 4th alarm transmitted for relief purposes.  The fire was 
declared “Under Control” at 1242 hours.  There were 16 firefighters reporting 
minor injuries from fighting this challenging fire. 

 



 An accurate description of the fire building and exposures in the 
Preliminary Report to the Dispatcher is vitally important at an expanding fire 
situation.  Incoming units and Chief Officers make decisions while enroute to the 
fire based on this report. 

 At an advanced fire in a taxpayer, the initial hose lines stretched should be 
2 ½ inch.  The volume of water and the reach of the stream of these hose lines are 
necessary to attack the fire. 

 Vertical ventilation at these fires is necessary if we are going to attack the 
fire conventionally.  The time to cut the roof is early in the fire so the attack can 
be performed.  Smoke conditions and roof stability deteriorate as time moves on. 



 Tower Ladder placement 
early in the operation is 
important so that fire apparatus 
do not have to be moved later 
to get them into position.  Good 
positioning of these units will 
get the optimum scrub area for 
the Tower Ladder basket.   

 When a change of 
strategy is decided upon, it is 
announced over the handi-
talkie.  The emergency alert 
button should be used by the 
broadcasting Chief Officer.  The 
“Resource Unit Leader” is a 
good person to use to start a roll 
call to make sure the operating 
units are out of the fire building 
before outside streams are 
started. 

 The “Akron New Yorker” multiversal nozzle is an excellent tool for use at 
taxpayer fires.  The stream from the multiversal nozzle has a good angle to 
penetrate into the cockloft.   

 Tower Ladder buckets 
should avoid directing their 
streams from the roof downward 
hitting venting fire.  Using the 
stream in this manner only 
extinguishes the venting fire 
gases, not the fire burning under 
the roof deck in the cockloft.      



In order to extinguish the 
cockloft fire, water must be 
applied to the burning fuel. 

 The sprinkler Siamese 
was supplied early in the fire 
on Nagle Avenue.  The origin 
of the fire was not known at 
the time.  If not supplied by 
a fire department pumper, a 
sprinkler system water 

supply can be overwhelmed at a large fire.  Feeding the sprinkler Siamese is 
always a good idea.  The supply line can be discontinued if it is determined that 
the sprinkler system is not extinguishing any fire. 

 Parapet walls must be monitored at 
a heavy fire condition.  Collapse zones 
must be established.  A surveyor’s transit 
was used to detect any wall movement.  
In the absence of a surveyor’s transit, 
Firefighters stationed at each corner of 
the building, sighting along the plane of 
the wall, can be used to detect wall 
movement. 

 Using so many large caliber streams 
at this fire taxed the water supply.  It was 
determined that the hydrants along Nagle 
Avenue were only 6 inches in diameter.  
The Satellite Officer is a good resource to 
be designated as the “Water Resources 
Officer.”  Their hydrant maps were 
consulted to find other water mains.   



 The FAST Officer should look for potential problems that would endanger 
firefighters.  At this fire, the FAST Officer observed a potential problem with the 
masonry wall and brought it to the attention of Chief Officers. 

 At this fire, there were two backdrafts.  One occurred early in fire 
operations when the security gates 
were forced.  Another backdraft 
happened later in the fire when an 
outside attack was being deployed.  
Any confined space can have 
backdraft potential.  The first 
backdraft was anticipated by the 
company officer by seeing smoke 
reverse itself.  Injury was avoided 
by the officer telling his firefighters 
to hit the floor.  In addition, all their 
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) was properly donned. 

 Sector Chiefs were deployed to the front of the fire building, the roof, and 
the exposure 2 side.  These Chief Officers made good decisions for the 
effectiveness and safety of firefighters in their sector.  Their decisions were 
communicated to the Command Post. 

 On multiple alarms, officers of units 
must report in to the Command Post.  Upon 
receiving orders, it is the company officer’s 
responsibility to make sure the command 
board is adjusted.  Upon the relief of the 
relief of the company, the company officer 
must report in to the command post again 
to have the command board adjusted.   

 

 



at fires.  A backdraft can occur in the  Backdrafts are a rare occurrence 
growth stage of the fire or the decay stage.   

 “Backdraft is defined as the burning of heated gaseous products of 
combustion when oxygen is introduced into an environment whose oxygen supply 
has been depleted due to fire.  This burning occurs with explosive force.”  The 
trigger element at a backdraft is oxygen entering an oxygen starved fire.   

 Fires need oxygen to burn.  If fire burns in a confined space and the oxygen 
supply becomes depleted due to the combustion process, then we have a 
backdraft condition.  If the oxygen supply drops below 15 %, then there is not 
enough oxygen to support active flaming.  It is now an oxygen starved fire.  Once 
oxygen is supplied to the fire area, it reaches the edge of the glowing embers and 
a backdraft is possible. 

 A backdraft is an explosion with carbon monoxide as the primary fuel for 
the backdraft.  Carbon Monoxide has an explosive range of 12% to 74% when 
mixed with air.  The backdraft has enough force to create a shock wave.  This 



shock wave is strong enough to shatter glass, knock down a firefighter, or damage 
the building.   

 A backdraft can occur without warning, as is what happened with the 
second backdraft at Nagle Avenue.  A backdraft can occur in an entire occupancy 
or a smaller confined space. 

 Indicators of a possible 
backdraft situation are:  1) A tightly 
enclosed building with heated smoke 
coming from the structure without 
visible flame.  2) A thick smoke 
condition will be present.  3) 
Windows will be smoke stained.  4) 
The smoke will tend to reverse itself 
back toward the building as it pushes 
out of the still sealed building.  Once 
forcible entry is made at ground 

level, there will be an initial outrush of smoke.  Then, the smoke will reverse itself. 

 Vertical ventilation can reduce the intensity of the backdraft explosion.  
Vertical ventilation will vent the superheated gases upward above the roof of a 
one-story building.  A skylight can be used to help the vertical ventilation.  If a 
backdraft does occur after venting the skylight or the roof deck, then some of the 
force will be directed upward.   

 In addition to vertical ventilation, the proper wearing of PPE and the 
operation of a charged hand line will save firefighters.  Using the hose lines in a 
flanking manner will keep firefighters out of the way of the backdraft explosion.  
Coordination between the roof firefighters and the firefighters at ground level is 
essential. 

 



TIP OF THE HELMET TO:  The Officers and Firefighters from Engine 90 and 
Ladder 41 for conducting the Plaque Dedication honoring the memory of 
Firefighter Joseph P. O’Toole. 

TIP OF THE HELMET TO:  The Officers and Firefighters from Engine 63, 
Ladder 39 and Battalion 15 for conducting the Plaque Dedication honoring the 
memory of Firefighter Joan R. Daley. 

 

Note:  There are videos on youtube that show the 2nd backdraft and the conditions 
prior to FDNY arrival.  Go to youtube and search “Nagle Avenue Fire.” 

Thanks to the following people who contributed to this essay:  Fire Dispatcher 
Herb Eysser (Ret.), Battalion Chief Brian Fink, Lieutenant Charles Masterson, 
Lieutenant Anthony Mauceri, Battalion Chief John Nykiel, Deputy Chief Vincent 
Dunn (Ret.), Firefighter Chris Roberto (Engine 48). 

 

Resources:  FDNY Firefighting Procedures – Taxpayers;  “Building Construction for 
the Fire Service”, 3rd Ed., Francis Brannigan;  “Command and Control of Fires and 
Emergencies”, Vincent Dunn;  “Safety and Survival on the Fireground”,          
Vincent Dunn 


